
  INSTRUCTIONS  FOR  TEACHERS

Activity 2: The Power of Grass
Understanding how grass can help fight water pollution
Essential Question: Can plants help to make rivers and lakes healthier? 
Materials: Sink or empty basin; watering can; Student Worksheet 2 Run Away, Dr. Runoff!;
crayons; two clear jars for each team of students; litmus paper
Time Recommended: Two class periods

 Engage: Compare and Contrast 

1  Have one student cup his or her hands over a sink or empty basin. Using a pitcher or watering 
can, pour water into his or her hands until it overflows and drains into the empty basin. 

2  Ask: What happened when too much water was poured into the student’s hands? (Answer: It 
overflowed.) Explain that when it rains, extra water flows over the land, down streets, and into 
drains that lead to different bodies of water, including streams, ponds, rivers, etc. This is called 
runoff. Runoff is a source of pollution. As water travels through and over bare ground and 
pavement, it picks up litter, fertilizer, and chemicals on the ground along the way. The water 
carries these pollutants into lakes and rivers. 

3    Distribute Student Worksheet 2 Run Away, Dr. Runoff! and complete it together.

Explore: Experiment 

 4   Ask: Do you think that green grass stops pollution better than brown grass? (Answer: Brown 
grass is “resting grass”—it’s a slowing down of grass’s natural growing cycle. Brown grass 
actually does help stop pollution [it slows, retains, and absorbs water], but it is not as effective 
as green grass.)     

5
 
 Walk around the outside of your school together and identify two places with runoff. One 
should be a paved area, the other grassy.

6     Go outside after the next rainstorm and collect water samples in two clean clear jars. Label the 
jars carefully.

7  Use litmus paper to test the acidity of both water samples. Explain that litmus paper has a 
special dye in it that will demonstrate how acidic—or polluted—the water is. Polluted (acidic) 
water will turn the paper red; alkalis (bases) will turn it blue. Chart your results.

 Explain: What Happened? 

8  Explain that runoff is a big cause of water-quality problems. Rainwater “runs off”  
hard surfaces, such as roads and parking lots, carrying contaminants (like chemicals)  
into waterways.  

9      Ask: What should we do to reduce water pollution in our community? (Answer: Plant 
grass over dirt-covered areas.) As homework, ask students to draw a picture of what their 
community would look like if grass grew over paved areas!



REPRODUCIBLE  2

Name___________________________________________________________

In both pictures:
1.  Color the trees and grass to 

match your local environment. 
Remember, not all grass is green!

2.  Draw a blue rectangle around 
the duck pond.

3.  During a rainstorm, extra 
water flows into drains, 
down streets, and into 
rivers and ponds. Circle 
the drain and pond.

Make a guess: 
Water pollution is caused by bad 
chemicals or by litter on the ground. 
Guess which pond has more 
pollution. Circle the answer.

Picture A          Picture B   

PICTU RE  BPICTU RE  A

DR. RUNOFFRun Away, Dr. Runoff!
Hey, it’s me again, TurfMutt! Rain helps plants grow and  
fills up our lakes and rivers so we have clean drinking water.  
But when Dr. Runoff’s around, that water can become polluted.




